
By Jeanette Chau

What is leadership?
Process of social influence in which one person can enlist the aid and support of others in the 
accomplishment of a common task.

-Passion
-Clear concise communication

Type of leader?
Anecdote about the movie 300

King led 300 volunteers, ended up dying, created an 
empire after his death - everyone believed in his act.

Define yourself:
Vision
When you step back and visualize where you want to be. 
The actual state you want - being a good leader, having a 
vibrant engineering society etc.

•

Mission
The actual steps to achieve the vision

•

Goals/Objectives
Stepping stones to achieving your vision

•

The Power of Goal Setting:
Written goals are proven - those who plan, will achieve.

Visualization:
See what you want - Get what you see. Think about the Wright brothers and flight!

SMART method:
Specific Measurable Achievable Realistic Time-bound

E + R = O
Event + Response = Outcome
By Dr Robert Resnick (Pyschotherapist)

Three things you have control over:
The thoughts you think1.
The images you visualize2.
The actions you take3.

Commit to the fall line - Just lean into it
If you were to drop a ball at the top of a hill, no matter what, it will follow the "fall line" and make it to 
the bottom of the hill.

The Planning Cycle

Act --> Plan --> Do --> Check --> Act

KAIZEN - Continuous improvement!

An apple a day keeps the doctor away...

But what if you push it off... One day... Two days...
Can you make up the deficit? NO! 

Procrastination will ruin you!

Choices, choices, choices...
Say NO to the GOOD
Say YES to the GREAT!

If you walk the walk you'd gotta talk the 
talk...

Chicken Soup for the Gardener's soul
Picture of a field of daffodils
50,000 bulbs planted by one woman, back in 1958... Takes time..

The Leader Who Had No Title: (international best seller)
By Robin Sharma

You don't have to have a title to be a leader... Its those 
individual leaders who can accomplish great things!

Government of the people, by the people, for the people... -Abraham Lincoln

Government of the students, by the students, for the students!

Invest in civil society9.
Majority of Canadians are engaged in political activities from volunteering etc

Engage students in politics10.
You are the future leaders
What are your values, vision?

Carry the leadership torch
You are all leaders
You can make a difference

Create opportunities for meaningful engagement:1.
Opportunities for a real say
Chance to "go deep" on issues
Issues that matter
Ability to offer recommendations

Seed of culture of engagement2.
Not the business of the engineering society executives alone
Increase accountability
Dialogue

Ensure more accountability and transparency
While regulations are important, proper tools and enforcement is required!

3.

Track your progress on student engagement4.
While voter turnout remains low, Canadian's interest in politics is very high: 
More then 90% indicate interest in politics... But do they actually engage?
How do you know if your engaged the students?

Invest in civic education5.
Learning about how democracy works in the university context and in the 
engineering association context.

Make voting easy6.
Is it easy?
Is it accessible?

Ensure diversity in student politics7.
Changing politics is very difficult

Use technology8.
Internet offers many new avenues to engage others in dialogue
Network Revolution
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